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The HYMER Welt

This brochure presents the Caravans from
HYMER. In addition to the caravans HYMER
offers a comprehensive range of motorhomes.
Should you be interested in them, ask for the
following brochures:
HYMER Alcove, HYMER Semi-Integrated,
HYMER EXSIS and HYMER Van or HYMER Style
Collections.
Just go to:www.hymer.com

Experience the great wide world and make
your dreams come true, enjoy holidays with
the freedom to go as you please.

Surf at HYMER.
You‘ll always be up to date by going to www.
hymer.com. What‘s more, the picture gallery
will show you the vehicle you desire in
greater detail than is possible in this
brochure. And, if you like, you‘ll receive the
HYMER Newsletter to keep you abreast of the
very latest developments.
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There’s no limit to the individual possibilities
you have. Experience freedom to travel as you
please, discover the wonder and fascination
of the unfolding world.
Enjoy holidays of a very special kind –
far away from the hectic bustle and stress of
everyday life.
HYMER redeﬁnes holiday freedom to give
your vacation a completely new dimension.
Go where your fancy takes you...
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Eriba-Touring

The classical Eriba-Touring caravans are
based on an outstanding concept offering
compelling aerodynamic and streamlined
attributes.
They have a light empty weight, are low in
height and hence have perfect road-holding
characteristics.
Tailor-made for carefree travels
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Touring Chili is the name given to the
cheerful red version of the Touring models.
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Eriba-Touring

Featuring 33 layout versions, the Touring range
offers the widest variety of ideas for the living
area.
No matter what your requirements, in the
Touring models you will ﬁnd design features
carefully orchestrated to complement the
decor.
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Fresh furnishing highlights put the ﬁnishing
touches to the overall picture. Discreet fabrics
add soft, harmonious notes.
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Eriba-Touring

Presenting a real spatial wonder.
The compact interior design of the Touring
models never ceases to amaze. It proves what
a comfortable life style is afforded even
where space is not so plentiful - if it is
well-planned.
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The kitchens provide the convenience you
expect for long tours.
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Eriba-Touring

Perfect construction meets well thought out
design. Attention to detail and captivating
practicality are the delight of every
caravaning enthusiast.

Convenient washrooms with plenty of room
for paraphernalia can also be created in a
small space.
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HYMER-Feeling

The modern interpretation of an ideal
caravan for travelling. Tailor-made for
enjoying a great travel experience along with
a sense of spaciousness. Low on the road,
plenty of room on the site.
An amply dimensioned pop-top offers these
advantages.
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The outside design comes in four versions
to choose from: in discreet white as standard,
or in elegant silver metallic on request,
or combined with sporty rally stripes.
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HYMER-Feeling

What a Feeling! The interior decor is also
captivating with its contemporary, attractive
furnishing. Homelike and practical.
An ambience with character.
The trend-setting design is the
uncompromising answer to the desire for
dynamic driving qualities and a timeless
interior decor. Eriba-Feeling for all those
who yearn for independence.
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HYMER-Feeling

The aspiration for extra quality of life is also
reﬂected in the kitchen. The kitchen units
with 2-burner hob, or 3-burner hob on
request, form the focal point.
Precision in compact dimensions.
Incorporating all the features which go
towards making a kitchen complete. Formally
integrated into the overall living area.
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Not only is everything harmoniously
matched, practicality is manifested right
down to the smallest detail. Plenty of storage
space and drawers.
Every detail has been lovingly crafted.
It‘s here that perfection ﬁnds its expression.
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HYMER-Feeling

The washroom gives the perfect start to the
new day.
Its compelling design makes ingenious use of
space and includes a host of practical details.
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Those stepping into an Eriba-Feeling for the
ﬁrst time are immediately drawn to its unique
atmosphere. The pop-top solution deﬁnes
the Feeling. The high-quality furnishings and
ﬁttings have been systematically attuned to
the owner‘s requirements.
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HYMER-Living

Children are always welcome in the HYMERLiving. Various children‘s room solutions
provide plenty of space for playing, reading
and recreation.
Sand, sea and fun. The HYMER-Living
presents a fresh, new exterior design. Layouts
of especially family-friendly appeal are the
hallmark of this range.
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HYMER-Living

HYMER offers a versatile array of
appointments, coupled with superb,
long-lasting comfort.
Freedom of movement for the whole family!
The furniture of the HYMER-Living series is
styled in Ligurian alder wood ﬁnish.
Design elements such as round aluminium
features lend a smart, youthful ﬂair to the
ambience.
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HYMER-Living

The scheme underlying the 12 models is
clearly structured, but nevertheless leaves a
great deal of latitude for personal wishes.
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Choose your „dream caravan“ matched to your
very personal requirements from the various
models:
- twin beds
- Fixed bed
- children’s room with cross-corner bunk bed
- bunk bed with protective guard or
- dinette and folding bed.
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HYMER-Living

A view inside the HYMER-Living 530. An
ambience with the feel-good factor. With
comfortable twin beds and an inviting
U-shaped seating area.
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The washroom in the HYMER-Living 505
presents a new version with a curved
cupboard and taps in perfect harmony with
the chic, youthful design of this line.

Children‘s living and sleeping area in the
HYMER-Living 505. The bunk bed for romping
in or for retiring to rest. A bunk bed with 3
berths is available on request. Toys and books
are carefully stowed away in the pockets.
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HYMER-Nova

The premium class.
This high-class range is the epitome of
dynamic and aesthetic qualities. The
classical and yet modish elegance of this
series is manifested in its curved outer
contours and in its superior styling.
Experience exclusive independence.
The „HYMER-Moving“ equipment variant for
experiencing unlimited freedom:
incorporating an electrical autonomy package, a hot water boiler and a host of
features. This goes to make every HYMERNova an HYMER-Moving, identiﬁable by the
Moving logo on the outside.
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HYMER-Nova

Enjoy the good times in an upmarket ambience of impressive grace.
Experience design concepts creating utility
areas, without compromising on harmonious
homeliness.
The overhead cupboards in the distinctive
„Jet-stream look“ are practical and attractive
in design, lending the interior a very elegant
note and a high quality character.
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HYMER-Nova

An exquisite ambiente and impeccable
furnishings create a pleasant living area.
Comfort married with class.
The spaciously designed interior promises
special moments of rest and relaxation.
Luxury par excellence.
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The stylish kitchen.
Hob and a large sink, both compactly let into
the working surface. When the modern glass
cover is on top, it‘s almost out of sight.
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HYMER-Nova

Indulge in a sense of well-being!
The washroom offers the ideal facilities for
daily styling so your day gets off to a fresh
start.

Nighttime peace in the HYMER-Nova 545.
A pleasingly open interior concept offering
plenty of space for self-expression.
The indirect lighting system in the living and
sleeping area is discreet and very cosy at the
same time.
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The round washbasin in wood and chromium
look in the HYMER-Nova 435 stylishly
accentuates the elegant design.

Practical and individual: the wardrobe of the
HYMER-Nova 540 FB. The seat offers extra
space and, when folded, further storage area.
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HYMER-Nova

Universal suite in the HYMER-Nova 680:
Not just a children‘s room - the width of the
cross-corner bunk beds offers ample space for
a parent to retire comfortably together with
a toddler.
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The bedside table is attractively styled,
lending the bedroom a distinctive ﬂair.
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Technology Touring/Feeling

Trend-setting technology from the house of
HYMER ensures your caravan a long life and
good road-holding characteristics.
The seasoned AERO system of almost 50
years‘ standing with the legendary steel tube
frame ensures that the Eriba-Touring models
see a long life.
This light, self-supporting structure resistant
to decay has a stove-enamelled aluminium
outer skin and a rising roof made of glassﬁbre reinforced plastic. Featuring a low
overall height of 1.98 to 2.20 m, the Touring
models are mostly of garaging dimensions.

HYMER was the ﬁrst manufacturer to carry
the GS mark of certiﬁed quality and safety.
Even today only a few manufacturers are
allowed to use this mark.
HYMER is also the ﬁrst manufacturer to give
a 6-year water ingress warranty for the body
shell – and has done so for almost 20 years now.
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6-year water
ingress warranty

Innovative ideas in the new Eriba-Feeling.
The spacious pop-top and the PUAL method
of construction (see page 43) unite the
beneﬁts of outstanding insulation with a
design promoting dynamic performance.

See separate warranty terms.
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Technology Nova/Living

In addition to incorporating innovative
technology, HYMER caravans exhibit
outstanding quality features.

Technological advancement in tandem with
good styling. The HYMER-Nova won the
Design Award 2004.
Innovation for new mobility.
HYMER was the ﬁrst manufacturer to carry
the GS mark of certiﬁed quality and safety.
Even today only a few manufacturers are
allowed to use this mark.

The heat insulation
corresponds to
an approx.

44 cm

solid brick wall

6-year water
ingress warranty
See separate warranty terms.
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HYMER is also the ﬁrst manufacturer to give
a 6-year water ingress warranty for the body
shell – and has done so for almost 20 years
now.

The double awning rail of the HYMER-Nova
means spike holders no longer have to be
screwed into the side wall but can be slid in
the awning rail as needed.
The structural features of the HYMER
caravans also mean that enormous snow
loads are not an issue.

PUAL construction principle in the HYMERLiving and HYMER-Nova models.
The excellent insulation of the walls, roof
and ﬂoor, plus insulated wheel arches, is also
reﬂected by the top rating given in the “Caravaning“ magazine with “Good heating – high
insulation values“.
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Troll 540 GT

200
362

Triton 418 GT

1000 kg

Troll 540 GT

Troll 530 GT

471
Fixed bed / dinette

Troll 552 GT

1200 kg

Troll 555 GT

1200 kg

1200 kg

471
Dinette / U-shaped seating area

471
Dinette / dinette

Troll 555 GT

1200 kg

1200 kg

1200 kg

210

Troll 555 GT

Fixed bed / dinette

471
Version with fold-out washroom instead of
washroom

471

1200 kg

471

471

1200 kg

Dinette / dinette

210

200

200

200

1200 kg

Dinette / bunk bed

Fixed bed / dinette
1000 kg

210
Troll 552 GT

Troll 530 GT

1000 kg

Triton 430 GT

210

200
Troll 540 GT

471

Dinette / dinette

200

200

200

1000 kg

Troll 530 GT

421

Dinette / dinette

Triton 410 GT

Dinette / dinette

Dinette / dinette

Triton 430 GT

421

Dinette
850 kg

1000 kg

200

355
Dinette
Familia 310 GT

Triton 418 GT

471
Twin bed seating area / dinette

421
Twin beds

471

471

421
Version with fold-out washroom instead of
washroom
1200 kg

1200 kg

210

900 kg

1000 kg

Troll 555 GT

Maximum permitted laden mass

1200 kg

210

421
Twin beds / bunk bed

200

Familia 320 GT

Triton 420 GT

1200 kg

471
U-shaped seating area / Fixed bed
1200 kg

210

790 kg

1000 kg

200
362
Dinette / bunk bed

180

Puck 230 GT

Triton 410 GT

Troll 550 GT

1200 kg

200

320
Dinette

421
Dinette

Troll 554 GT

Fixed bed / dinette

Troll 540 GT

1000 kg

200

850 kg

Triton 430 GT

1000 kg

200
421
Twin beds / dinette

200

Familia 310 GT

Triton 420 GT

200

700 kg

165

Puck 120 GT

200
362
Fixed bed / dinette

Dinette

1000 kg

200

320

Triton 410 GT

200

850 kg

Dinette / dinette

200

Familia 310 GT

200

165

700 kg

1200 kg

471

471

421
Dinette / bunk bed
Puck 120 Standard

Troll 550 GT

1200 kg

210

1000 kg

200

Triton 430 GT

210

Eriba-Touring layouts

Berths
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362
Dinette / dinette

421
Dinette / dinette

421
Fixed bed / dinette

421
Fixed bed / dinette

471
Version with fold-out washroom instead of
washroom

421

External dimensions in cm (excl. rear attachments)

471
Fixed bed / U-shaped seating area
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Eriba-Living 435

1200 kg

491

Dinette / Fixed bed

Eriba-Living 430

Eriba-Living 465

1200 kg

Eriba-Living 520

Eriba-Living 530

Eriba-Living 430

Eriba-Living 480

230
Eriba-Living 525

Eriba-Living 530

1500 kg

607

1500 kg

606

Bunk bed / U-shaped seating area / Fixed bed

U-shaped seating area / children’s room

1350 kg

Eriba-Living 560

1600 kg

250

230

230

491
Folding bed / U-shaped seating area

606
U-shaped seating area / Fixed bed

250
U-shaped seating area / Fixed bed

1500 kg

U-shaped seating area / Fixed bed

526

Bunk bed / U-shaped seating area

1200 kg

1500 kg

590

1350 kg

230
491

486
U-shaped seating area / dinette

U-shaped seating area / twin beds

526

Dinette / U-shaped seating area

230

212

1200 kg

1350 kg

606

Bunk bed / dinette / Fixed bed

250

491

446
Front seating area

Eriba-Feeling 430

Eriba-Living 450

230

230

212

1200 kg

1500 kg

230

Eriba-Living 430

1200 kg

Eriba-Living 530

576

Dinette / Fixed bed

Eriba-Feeling 415

1350 kg

230

Eriba-Living 505

230

HYMER-Living
230

HYMER-Feeling layouts

546
Twin beds / L-shaped seating area

1200 kg

Maximum permitted laden mass

616
Bunk bed / U-shaped seating area / Fixed bed

Berths
491
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External dimensions in cm
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1500 kg

Eriba-Nova 545

240

597

Eriba-Nova 570

1600 kg

597

612

626
Dinette / dinette

Eriba-Nova 470

Eriba-Nova 530

Eriba-Nova 540

Eriba-Nova 555

Eriba-Nova 570

597
U-shaped seating area / twin beds

Eriba-Nova 530

547
U-shaped seating area / Fixed bed

612

1500 kg

1200 kg

Maximum permitted laden mass

626

L-shaped seating area / twin beds

L-shaped seating area / dinette

Eriba-Nova 570

Eriba-Nova 680

1600 kg

230
597
U-shaped seating area / children’s room

1600 kg

230

597
U-shaped seating area / children’s room

230

230

1350 kg

1600 kg

2000 kg

240

Eriba-Nova 490

1500 kg

240

230

1500 kg

230

1350 kg

1600 kg

230

240

230

230

230
230

482
L-shaped seating area / Fixed bed

Eriba-Nova 555

1500 kg

L-shaped seating area / Fixed bed

517

1350 kg

Eriba-Nova 540

U-shaped seating area / twin beds

Dinette

Eriba-Nova 435

626
L-shaped seating area / Fixed bed

U-shaped seating area / Fixed bed

482
Dinette / Fixed bed

577

French bed / U-shaped seating area

220

1350 kg

1500 kg

1600 kg

U-shaped seating area / Fixed bed

597

547

434
Dinette

Eriba-Nova 435

Eriba-Nova 530

1350 kg

Eriba-Nova 570

-shaped seating area / Fixed bed

230

Eriba-Nova 465

1200 kg

220

Eriba-Nova 390

1500 kg

230

Eriba-Nova 540

230

HYMER-Nova layouts

626
Dinette / Fixed bed

727
Children’s room / U-shaped seating area / Fixed bed

Berths
434
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External dimensions in cm
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The upholstery fabric variations

Carpets

Choose your favourite arrangement from the following fabric combinations

Windsor slate

Berlin

Montana

Oxford

Monza blue

Stockholm

Available in combination with upholstery
material: Barolo
Sisal, cinnamon

For caravans with UK speciﬁcation only
selected upholstery fabrics in ﬂame retardant
ﬁnish (without Teﬂon protection) available.
Please contact your local dealer for further
information.

Available in combination with upholstery
material: Corsica, Kopenhagen
Meran

The fabric of which dreams are made.

Monza red

Lugano

Alaska

Corsica

Lyon
Available in combination with upholstery
material: Bristol, Cambridge, Marbella, Berlin

The fabric combinations are an essential
feature of the interior design. That’s why our
wide selection of upholstery materials makes
your vehicle so unique.

Davos

The attractively patterned, high-quality
upholstery materials are treated with Teﬂon
for essential anti-soil protection.
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Available in combination with upholstery
material: Lyon, Stockholm, Alaska, Monza red,
Monza blue, Oxford, Lugano, Montana
Bristol

Marbella

Kopenhagen

Barolo

Cambridge
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EC Directive:

Concept & Design

HYMER AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
Postfach 1140
88330 Bad Waldsee
Telefon 07524/999-0
Telefax 07524/999-220
www.hymer.com

www.machwerbung.de

08/2005/GB

The EC Directives 70/156/EEC as amended in 97/27/EC and EN
1645-2 mean we have to take leave of the terms „maximum
permitted laden weight“ and „unladen weight“ we are so familiar
with. But that‘s not all.
The new terms „technically admissible maximum laden mass“ and
„mass of vehicle in running order“ also have a different meaning.
„Unladen weight“ is no longer just unladen, but relates to the
mass with gas supply, water, etc.. Your advantage is that you now
have a properly deﬁned, pan-European standard of comparison
by which many manufacturers abide.
Technically admissible maximum laden mass means just as much
as maximum permitted laden weight: mass of vehicle in running
order plus load. Mass of vehicle in running order means: weighed
with 100 % ﬁlled gas supply, 100 % ﬁlled water tank and cable
drum. Please note:
The maximum authorised towable load of your car according to
your motor vehicle certiﬁcate always relates to the actual weight
and not to the admissible laden weight of the caravan.
If, for example, a towable load of 1200 kg is registered in your
car papers, you are allowed to tow a caravan with a higher
admissible laden weight, but may load it only up to 1200 kg
maximum plus permitted drawbar load.

Some vehicles include optional extras which are quoted in the current price list and available at extra cost. The decoration shown is not supplied by HYMER. The details of scope of delivery, appearance, performance, dimensions and weights of the vehicles –
deviations within the factory tolerance limits (+/- 5% max.) are possible and permissible – are valid at the time of going to press and apply to sale and registration within Germany. They may change between the present time and the time of purchase or delivery.
Your HYMER contract partner will gladly provide information on changes and the standard scope of delivery.
Copyright by HYMER AG.

